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The National Audit Office of the Republic of Kosovo is the highest 

institution of economic and financial control which, according to 

the Constitution and domestic laws, enjoys functional, financial 

and operational independence. The National Audit Office 

undertakes regularity and performance audits and is accountable 

to the Assembly of Kosovo.  

Our Mission is to contribute to sound financial management in the 

public administration. We perform audits in line with 

internationally recognized public sector auditing standards and 

good European practices. 

The reports of the National Audit Office directly promote 

accountability of public institutions as they provide a base for 

holding managers’ of individual budget organisations to account. 

We are thus building confidence in the spending of public funds 

and playing an active role in securing taxpayers’ and other 

stakeholders’ interests in enhancing public accountability. 

The Auditor General has decided on the audit opinion on the 

Annual Financial Statements of the Ministry of Internal Affairs in 

consultation with the Assistant Auditor General, Valbon Bytyqi 

who supervised the audit. 

The opinion and report issued are a result of the audit carried out 

by Shkëlqim Xhema (Team Leader) Ajtene Llapashtica and 

Leonora Hasani (Team members) under the management of the 

Head of Audit Department Samir Zymberi.  

 

 

NATIONAL AUDIT OFFICE-St. Musine Kokollari, No. 87, Prishtina 10000, Kosova 
Tel: +381(0) 38 60 60/1011 

http://zka-rks.org  
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Executive Summary  

Introduction  

This report summarises the key s arising from our audit of the 2016 Annual Financial Report of the 

Ministry of Internal Affairs which determines the Opinion given by the Auditor General. The 

examination of the 2016 financial statements was undertaken in accordance with the International 

Standards on Supreme Audit Institutions. Our approach included such tests and procedures as we 

deemed necessary to arrive at an opinion on the financial statements. The applied audit approach 

is set out in our External Audit Plan1 dated 10/11/2016.   

Our audit focus (detailed in Annex 1) has been on: 

 

The level of work undertaken by the National Audit Office to complete the 2016 audit is a direct 

reflection of the quality of internal controls implemented by the Management of the Ministry of 

Internal Affairs.   

Opinion of the Auditor General 

Unmodified Opinion with Emphasis of Matter 

The Annual Financial Statements present a true and fair view in all material aspects.  

As an emphasis of the matter we draw your attention to the fact that expenditures made by 

Kosovo Police in the amount of €795,895 were budgeted and paid incorrectly from capital 

investments. Our opinion was not modified for this issue. 

For more, please refer to Section 1.2 of this report.  

Annex II explains the different types of Opinions applied by the National Audit Office. 

We would like to thank  the Secretary General and his staff for the cooperation during the audit 

process.  

                                                      
1 The term External Audit Plan replaces the term Audit Planning Memorandum 

The Annual Financial 
Statements

Governance
Financial Management 

and Control
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Key Conclusions and Recommendations  

 

 

 

 

 

Response of the Minister – audit 2016  

The Minister has considered and agreed on audit findings and conclusions and committed to 

address the recommendations given.  

Emphasis of the Matter reflects 
weaknesses in the budgeting and 
misclassification of expenditures 

.

The Minister should analyse the reasons of 
Emphasis of the Matter in 2016 and take the 
necessary actions towards proper planning 

of expenditures in their adequate categories, 
in order to avoid mistatement of 

expenditures in AFS ( see issues at 
subchapter 1). 

Governance- the implementation 
of recommendations from the 

previous years is not at the 
satisfactory level , almost half of 

them were not implemented. 

The Minister should ensure the follow up 
mechanisms for the implementation of the 

action plan from responsible persons for full 
implementation of AFS recommendations, 

within set deadlines     (see issues 2). 

The Executive Agencies did not 
establish yet formal and 

documented procedures of 
identification and risk 

management. 

The Minister should ensure that General 
Directors of Agencies have delegated the 
direct responsibility for risk management 

and ensure reporting on implementation of 
requirements in this area ( see issue 3). 

Financial Management- staff 
management, holding key 

positions with acting staff beyond 
permitted deadlines. 

The Minister should take actions towards 
discontinuing coverage of management 

positions with Acting Staff. The duration of 
Acting Staff positions should not go beyond 
the permitted legal deadline ( see issue 5).

Non functioning of business plans 
subsidized by MIA and their 

approval in the absence of 
budgetary funds. 

The Minister should strengthen the 
mechanisms on better management of 
subsidies, by ensuring the appropriate 

utilization of money towards achievement 
of the intention for which the subsidies are 

provided. At the same time, ensure 
sufficient  budgetary funds prior the 

approval of decisions on subsidies ( see 
issue 9). 
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1 Annual Financial Statements and other External 

Reporting Obligations   

Introduction  

Our review of the Annual Financial Statements (AFS) considers both compliance with the 

reporting framework and the quality and accuracy of information recorded in the AFS. We also 

consider the Declaration made by the Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer when the 

draft AFS are submitted to the Ministry of Finance. 

The declaration regarding presentation of the AFS incorporates a number of assertions relating to 

compliance with the reporting framework and the quality of information within the AFS.  These 

declarations are intended to provide the Government with the assurance that all relevant 

information has been provided to ensure that a comprehensive audit can be undertaken.   

1.1 Audit Opinion  

Unmodified Opinion with emphasis of the matter  

We have audited the AFS of the Ministry of Internal Affairs for the year ended on 31st of December 

2016 which comprise of the Statement of Cash Receipts and Payments, Budget Execution 

Statement and the Explanatory Notes of the Financial Statements.  

In our opinion, the Annual Financial Statements for the year ended on 31st of December 2016 

present a true and fair view in all material respects in accordance with International Public Sector 

Accounting Standards (cash based Accounting), Law no.03/L-048 on Public Finance Management 

and Accountability (as amended and supplemented) and Regulation no.01/2017 on Annual 

Financial Reporting of Budget Organisations d by the Ministry of Finance.  

Basis for the opinion 

We conducted the audit in accordance with International Standards of Supreme Audit Institutions 

(ISSAIs). Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor’s 

Responsibilities for the Audit of the AFS section of our report. We believe that the obtained audit 

evidence is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for the opinion. 
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Emphasis of the matter     

We draw your attention to the fact that Kosovo Police (KP) had budgeted and paid a part  of its 

spending at capital investments form the non-adequate codes. In three (3) tested payments in the 

total amount of €795,895, we have noticed that the purchases per unit were below €1,000, even 

below 100€, which by its nature belonged to the category of Goods and Services. Our opinion was 

not modified in this regard.   

Responsibility of Management and Those Charged with Governance and AFS  

The Secretary General of the Ministry of Internal Affairs  is responsible for the preparation and fair 

presentation of financial statements in accordance with International Public Sector Accounting 

Standards – Financial Reporting under the Modified Cash based Accounting and for such internal 

control as management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements 

that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. This includes the 

application of Law number 03/L-048 on Public Finance Management and Accountability (as 

amended and supplemented).  

The Minister is responsible to ensure oversight of the Ministry’s financial reporting process. 

Auditor General’s Responsibility for the Audit of the AFS 

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the AFS based on our audit. We conducted our 

audit in accordance with ISSAIs. These standards require that we comply with ethical 

requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the 

financial statements are free from material misstatements. 

Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted 

in accordance with ISSAIs will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. 

Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the 

aggregate, they could influence the decisions taken on the basis of these AFS. 

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain evidence about the financial records and 

disclosures in the AFS. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the 

assessment of the risks of material misstatement in the AFS, whether due to fraud or error. In 

making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s 

preparation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in 

the entity’s circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of 

the entity’s internal control.  

An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the 

reasonableness of accounting estimates made by Management, as well as evaluating the 

presentation of the financial statements. 
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1.2 Compliance with AFS  and other reporting requirements  

MIA is required to comply with a specified reporting framework and other reporting 

requirements. We considered: 

 Compliance with MoF Regulation no.01/2017 on the Annual Financial Reporting of Budget 

Organisations; 

 Requirements of LPFMA no. 03/ L-048, as amended and supplemented with Law no.03/L-

221, Law no. 04/L-116 and Law no. 04/L-194; 

 Compliance with Financial Rule no.01/2013; 

 Compliance with Financial Rule no.02/2013; 

 Action Plan on implementation of recommendations; and  

 Requirements of Financial Management and Control (FMC) procedures. 

In the context of the AFS we have no issues to raise. s raised in the Audit Memorandum dated 

20/12/2016 regarding the reporting framework have been addressed by the Management.  

A number of financial adjustments were needed to be made in the draft of AFS and we have also 

provided other suggestions to improve their quality. MIA has corrected AFS prior their 

finalization suggestions, in order to confirm their accuracy, completeness and the application of all 

other reporting requirements.  

Given the above - the Declaration made by the Chief Administrative Officer and Chief Financial 

Officer upon the submission of  draft AFS to the Ministry of Finance can be considered as fair and  

correct.  

In the context of other external reporting requirements we have no issues to raise. 

1.3 Recommendations 

For the emphasized issue on the basis for the opinion, we give the following recommendation: 

Recommendation 1 The Minister, in cooperation with KP Director, should ensure that the 

necessary measures and actions are taken to improve the identified errors in 

emphasis of the matter. In this regard, appropriate actions should be taken 

to ensure that all expenditures are properly planned in their respective 

categories  and avoid misstatement of  expenditure in AFS.   
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2 Governance 

Introduction 

Effective governance arrangements are fundamental to MIA for successfully managing the 

challenges it faces and ensuring that service delivery is optimised for the benefit of taxpayers and 

other service users.  

A key tool supporting effective Governance is the implementation of audit recommendations as 

this demonstrates that Management are seeking to develop existing processes and controls. 

Similarly the self-assessment checklist completed by all Budget Organisations provides a 

framework for developing enhanced Governance arrangements. It is important that the answers 

provided by an individual budget organisation are supported by appropriate evidence.  

The remainder of our review of governance arrangements reflects a consideration of: 

 those areas of Governance Arrangements where significant improvements are required 

and where we believe that our recommendations can generate positive improvements 

including consideration of the Internal Audit system; and 

 areas of Financial Management and Control identified through our audit work including 

specific work directed at compliance s in key income and expenditure systems (these areas 

are considered in Section 3 of this report) 

Overall Governance Conclusion  

Governance in MIA regarding the accountability and the quality of  management reporting  reflect 

a positive situation.   MIA along  with the Agencies2, have completed the self-assessment checklist. 

The risk register was filled out by  MIA but not by its executive agencies (Kosovo Police, Kosovo 

Academy for Public Safety, Police Inspectorate of Kosova). 

The Internal Audit Unit has carried out 33 audit reports as well as two (2) with a request for 

management, which provided a clear picture on the level of security of internal controls and their 

effectiveness. 

 

                                                      
2 Kosovo Police ( KP), Kosovo Academy for Public Safety ( KAPS), Kosovo Police Inspectorate (PIK) 
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2.1 Progress in the Implementation of Prior Year 

Recommendations 

 Our audit report on AFS of MIA  for 2015  has resulted in 17 key recommendations. The MIA  

management has taken actions in order  to address the underlined issues, although their full 

implementation still remains a challenge.  

By the end of our  audit in 2016, seven (7) recommendations have been implemented, two (2) are 

in the process of implementation, while eight (8) have not been implemented yet. For a  thorough  

description of the recommendations and how they are addressed , see  Annex III. 

 

Issue  2 – The low level of implementation of Prior Year Audit Recommendations – High 

Priority  

Finding  MIA drafted the action plan for implementing the recommendations given 

in the report of 2015 in time, but no formal process was followed to manage 

and monitor the way they are implemented. The unimplemented  

recommendations relate to the issues such as: delays in project 

implementation, delays in payment execution, the lack of timely 

commitment of funds, contracts for special services , holding positions with 

acting staff, inadequate  monitoring of subsidies, long lines of vehicles 

waiting for  service and reporting of unpaid liabilities. 

Risk  Failure to fully implement the recommendations increases the risk of 

continued presence of the same shortcomings and may result in continued 

ineffectiveness of controls and difficulties in meeting the objectives. 

Recommendation 2 The Minister in co-operation with Directors of Agencies should implement 

an effective process for monitoring the implementation of the Auditor 

General's recommendations, which sets the target time and the responsible  

officials. The process should be constantly reviewed and  additional actions 

should be taken in order to overcome the obstacles emerging  during the 

implementation. 
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2.2 Self-Assessment Checklist of FMC components  

The Ministry of Finance has produced a detailed self-assessment checklist for Budget 

Organisations to support effective governance arrangements. For all audits we undertook we have 

tested the quality of FMC self-assessment submissions made to the Ministry by assessing one key 

question in each component of the checklist. 

 We have summarised our findings for MIA below and the summary of our work across all audits 

will be consolidated in our Annual Audit Report. This is not intended to give a commentary on 

the quality of the whole self-assessment questionnaire submission but will provide a ‘snapshot’ 

across a number of key questions to support the Ministry of Finance in its attempts to increase the 

effectiveness of the process and develop the FMC system as a whole.  

As part of our audit, we have considered the key issues of the self-assessment checklist  related to 

its five (5) components. For the examined questions we have noted that: 

 "Control environment", during drafting of strategic documents, the discussions related  to 

strategy plan  include the top management level of MIA / Agencies, international 

organizations, and civil society . The cost is included in the strategy and is reflected in the 

action plans; 

 "Risk Management", MIA, unlike KP, KAPS and PIK has issued a decision on risk 

management, has commenced with training process and the work related to management, 

monitoring and reporting of potential risks. The workshop was hosted  by UNDP3, which 

was in the final phase of compiling a registry for risk management , with the title,  Integrity 

Plan 2017-2019; 

 "Control Activities", the procurement plan is drafted in accordance with the availability of 

the approved budget funds. After the approval of the budget, MIA, KP, KAPS and PIK will 

draft  the final procurement plans and the same will be submitted to CPA; 

 "Information and Communication", is done through electronic system and  KFMIS system. 

Reports are regularly prepared for each of the required reports. The budget execution 

report is prepared on a weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual basis; and 

 "Monitoring activities", the monitoring of  progress in achieving the objectives is done   

twice a month during  regular meetings of  MIA Board of Directors, as well as through the 

standard reporting form related to the activities undertaken towards  meeting the 

objectives . Monitoring of progress is made by the Chief Administrative Officer and is 

reported to the Head of the Budget Organization. With regards to  progress of the activities 

conducted in the electronic system, that  functions  at  Ministry of Interior level, regular 

weekly reporting is provided.  The monitoring of the progress with regards to achieved 

objectives is done at the end of the year, as well as analysing the reasons of why they have 

not been achieved, which are subsequently reflected in the annual work plan of MIA.  

                                                      
3 United Nations Development Programme  
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Issue  3 –Non implementation of risk management requirements – High Priority 

Finding  Executive agencies within MIA such as KP, KAPS and PIK have not 

established yet formal and documented procedures on the identification 

and risk management procedures, which will identify potential  obstacles 

along with the fulfilment of the objectives. 

This reflects a lack of accountability to senior management regarding the 

risk register management, and a lack of knowledge among agencies and 

departments on their roles in providing support for the risk management 

process. 

Risk Non action of  agencies towards  identifying  risks reduces the effectiveness 

of financial management within the budget organization, resulting in 

shortcomings  in the budget process, as well as in reducing the ability of the 

management to react to financial challenges emerging during achievement 

of  objectives. 

Recommendation 3 The Minister should ensure that General Directors of Agencies are 

delegating direct responsibility for risk management by providing   

reporting on the implementation of requirements in this area and on the  

managed risks. 

2.3 Specific Governance Reviews 

Our work on specific areas of governance arrangements was based  in our audit planning which 

considered the context within which MIA operates and the challenges that it faces.  

2.3.1 Management Reporting and Accountability  

A range of internal controls are applied by Management to ensure that financial systems and 

operational activities operate as intended. It is important that these include appropriate reporting 

to management to enable an effective and timely response to identified operational problems.  

Within  MIA, there are  six (6) operating  Executive Agencies , such as: Kosovo Police (KP), Kosovo 

Academy for Public Safety (KAPS), Police Inspectorate of Kosovo (PIK), Kosovo Forensic Agency 

(KFA) Agency for Emergency Management (AEM) and Civil Registration Agency (CRA). Three of 

them KFA, AEM and CRA operate within the budget of MIA. While KP, KAPS and  PIK submit 

their AFS to the Ministry of Internal Affairs, which are  subsequently consolidated  as a whole. In 

this regard, MIA management had designed a good system of internal control and financial 

management. 

The internal reporting process at MIA functions according to the accountability chain and 

organizational structure. In this regard, the management maintains regular meetings with all its 
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units, by reporting and discussing all activities. The management has a regular reporting process 

through the electronic system starting from weekly to annual reporting. 

The Executive Agencies have their organizational, management and accountability  structure. 

They  are responsible for reporting which were clearly defined,  including also the methods and 

processes  of application the accountability and reporting.  

Recommendations 

We have no recommendations in this area. 

2.4 Internal Audit System 

The Internal Audit Unit (IAU)  is organized in  four units which operates within: MIA, KP, KAPS, 

and PIK.  An effective audit requires a comprehensive work programme that reflects financial and 

provides sufficient assurance over the effectiveness of internal control. The impact of IA output 

should be judged by the importance that management places on addressing recommendations and 

the support and challenge provided by an effective Audit Committee (AC).  

Each unit within the internal audit has drafted its strategic and annual plan. In total, 33 audits are 

planned for 2016, focusing on areas that pose a high risk. These units have carried out 33 audit 

reports as well as two (2) with requests, by  completing the whole planning. 

In these reports, IAU provided 170 concrete recommendations regarding the improvement and 

functioning of internal control. Of these, 99 were implemented, while 71 were in the process of 

being addressed. 

The AC held five regular meetings, where IAU findings and recommendations were reviewed and 

have discussed on how to address the recommendations. 

Recommendations 

We have no recommendations in this area.  
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3 Financial Management and Control 

Introduction 

Our work on Financial Management and Control outside of the areas of Governance referred to 

above reflects the detailed work undertaken on Revenue and Expenditure Systems. As part of this 

we consider Budget management, Procurement and Human Resources s, and Assets and 

Liabilities. 

Financial Management and Control Conclusion 

MIA has controls in relation to its statutory obligations. Financial management and control have 

proven a good process of review and security in the implementation of legislation and other 

control processes. 

In 2016, MIA used 99% of the final budget, the same execution  as   in the previous year.  This 

percentage was also affected by the government's decision in reducing  funds at the end of the 

year.  The management and reporting of revenues was done in accordance with the legislation. KP 

in some cases for delays in project execution has filed penalties for Economic Operators (EOs).   

However, additional actions are needed to be taken in carrying out procurement procedures, 

processing of payment cases and monitoring of subsidies. In some cases, the receipt of goods and 

services was made in the absence of the commitment of funds, and there were delays in payment 

processing. Additionally, the process of budget spending for capital investments has shown  

noncompliance  with the cash flow plan, about 42% of the budget was spent in the last quarter of 

the year. 

Furthermore, MIA and KP have continued with acting staff for long periods of time, while 

employments with special agreements have  gone beyond the permitted deadlines. Asset 

management and reporting of outstanding liabilities need to be improved. 

3.1 Budget Planning and Execution 

We have considered the sources of budgetary funds, spending of funds by economic categories. 

This is highlighted in the following tables: 

Table 1. Own source revenues (in €) 

Description   
Initial 

Budget 
Final 

Budget 
2016 

Receipts  
2015 

Receipts 
2014 

Receipts 

Own Source Revenues  891,129 933,458 44,692,833 43,201,460 45,790,159 

Total 891,129 933,458 44,692,833 43,201,460 45,790,159 
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Revenues collected during 2016 were €44,692,833. Of these, from CRA were €40,981,334, while 

from KP  €3,711,499. From own source revenues, €933,458 were allowed to be spent for the needs 

of MIA, respectively  KP, of which €745,383 were spent. 

Table 2. Sources of budgetary Funds (in €) 

Description 
Initial 

Budget 
Final 

Budget4 
2016 

Outturn 
2015 

Outturn 
2014 

Outturn 

Sources of Funds   109,123,253 105,831,308 104,966,519 110,171,541 99,575,765 

Government Grant -Budget  108,232,124 104,886,955 104,221,135 108,994,018 98,537,898 

Own Source Revenues5 891,129 891,129 703,093 848,800 562,757 

Carried forward from 
previous year   

- 42,329 42,291 327,520 469,348 

External Donations  - 10,896 - 1,203 5,762 

The final budget compared to  the initial budget was reduced by €3,291,945. This reduction is the 

result of a budget review of €2,604,869 and in accordance with Government decisions in the 

amount of €687,076. 

In 2016, the MUP used 99% of the final budget or €104,966,519, with the same expense compared 

to the  percentage of 2015. However, the budget execution  for capital investments remains at an 

unsatisfactory level,  and the explanations on the current position  are given below:  

Table 3. Spending of funds by economic categories - (in €)  

Description 
Initial 

Budget 
Final 

Budget 
2016 

Outturn 
2015 

Outturn 
2014 

Outturn 

Spending of funds by 
economic categories 

109,123,253 105,831,308 104,966,519 110,171,541 99,575,765 

Wages and Salaries 72,971,198 74,919,649 74,860,541 72,310,539 65,426,355 

Goods and Services  18,161,845 18,566,860 18,227,575 21,798,547 19,656,660 

Utilities 1,886,500 1,909,249 1,771,634 1,686,099 1,559,003 

Subsidies and Transfers 2,071,867 2,341,196 2,152,044 2,600,735 900,249 

Capital Investments  14,031,843 8,094,354 7,954,725 11,775,620 12,033,498 

 

  

                                                      
4 Final budget – the budget approved by the assembly which was subsequently adjusted for by the Ministry of Finance. 
5 Receipts used by the entity for financing its own budget.  
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Explanations for changes in budget categories are given below: 

 In the category of Wages and Salaries, the final budget compared to  initial budget has 

increased by €1,948,451. This increase comes as a result of Government decisions; 

 The increase of the final budget for Goods and Services for €405,015 compared to initial 

budget  is a result of the review and of Government decisions. Upon review there was a 

budget reduction of €1,453,739. An increase of  the final budget of €1,858,754 by 

Government decision; 

 The final budget for utilities  has increased by €22,749 from the initial one. This value was 

initially increased by reviewing the budget for €100,000, while after the review with the  

Government decisions there was a decrease of €77,251; 

 The final budget on subsidies was increased by €269,329 compared to the initial budget. 

This increase comes upon  budget review of €250,000 and with a final budget of €19,329; 

and 

 The final budget of capital investments was reduced compared to the initial budget  by € 

5,937,489. Initially, upon budget review it  was reduced by €1,501,130, then with 

Government decision in the final budget it was reduced by €4,436,359. 
 

Issue  4 – Budget Execution  – High Priority  

Finding  The execution of the budget for capital investments remains the main 

challenge for MIA and KP. In this period, 100% of the final budget was 

spent, but compared to the  initial budget  spending was only 57%.  The 

initial budget compared to the final budget was reduced by €5,937,489 

Moreover, a significant part of the  budget for capital investment, or 42% of 

them, were spent only in the last quarter of the year. This expenditure is not 

in accordance with the plan and the cash flow. 

The reasons for a low execution include delays in initiating of procurement 

procedures, cancellations and long periods of work executions. 

Risk The low execution of the  budget  will result towards inefficient resource 

utilization and will reduce the effectiveness of MIA and KP operations. 

While, on the other hand, the large flow of spending at the end of the year 

may result for payment to avoid proper controls in the execution processes. 

Recommendation 4 The Minister in cooperation with  KP Director should ensure an appropriate 

execution of the budget for capital investments. Based on the causes of low 

budget execution, undertake adjustment  actions, monitor the budgetary 

performance on regular basis, and if necessary, take actions.   
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3.1.1 Revenues 

Revenues generated  by MIA in 2016 were in the amount of €44,692,833. Approximately 92% or  

€40,995,200 were collected by MIA and other agencies, while 8% or  €3,697,633  have been 

executed by KP. 

We have tested 50 samples, including different types of revenues, such as: from public safety 

department, from vehicle registration centre, from the document production department, and 

from the secondary incomes of KP. Based on this,  we conclude that revenues were collected and 

reported in accordance with Legislation. 

Recommendations 

We have no recommendations in this area. 

3.1.2 Wages and Salaries 

Wages and Salaries are paid through a centralised system. The key controls in this process  

confirm accuracy and completeness of data presented in AFS of MIA. In this category 100% of the 

final budget was spent (ref: table no.3). 

 

Issue  5 – Filling out positions with acting staff more than three months – High Priority 

Finding  According to the Law on Civil Service, in case of remaining vacant position 

in the civil service, the Acting Staff  (A.S) cannot be appointed for more than 

three (3) months. While in KP, AI No. 07/2012 on the employment 

relationship,  defines the time period for A.S. in duration of up to six (6) 

months with the possibility of extension for another three (3) months. 

From the conducted tests, we have  identified that 64 positions continue to 

be covered with A.S.  These positions were presented below: 

• In MIA,  there are still eight (8) positions that continue to be covered 

with A.S, two (2) of them since 2014; 

• In CRA there are 10 A.S positions, of which one (1) since 2008 and two 

(2)  since 2011; 

• In AEM there are ten (10) positions with A.S, of which four (4) since 

2011; and 

• In KP there are 36 positions covered by A.S, of which one (1) since 

2012, one (1) since 2013, one (1) since 2014 and three (3) since 2015. 
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According to the Department of Human Resources in MIA, the problem 

with information system on  human resource management, managed by the 

Ministry of Public Administration (MAP) is preventing the execution of  the 

recruitment procedures. 

According to the responsible officials in  KP, there is a lack of staff for these 

positions, therefore no regular procedures have been established, and MAP 

was delayed in approving the regulation on the internal organization of KP, 

signed on 31 January 2017. 

We have recommended these issues  in the last year as well, but this practice 

still remains a challenge for MIA and KP.  

Risk The practice of covering key positions with A.S for long periods of time, 

apart from not being in compliance  with legislation, increases the risk  that 

positions may be  managed by persons who do not meet the necessary 

criteria. This may negatively affect the performance of the organization in 

general. 

Recommendation 5 The Minister in cooperation with KP Director should undertake additional 

actions in order to discontinue covering of management positions  with A.S.  

The duration of the function as A.S. should not  be longer than the 

prescribed legal period. 

Issue  6 – Exercising of positions not complying with actual rankings – Medium Priority 

Finding  According to AI  No.07 / 2012 on the Employment Relationship in KP ,upon 

systematization or assignment of employees in vacant positions, the 

conditions-criteria for those positions should be respected. The 

systematization  must be accompanied with qualification, rank, experience 

etc. 

Position rankings in KP start from: junior police officer, police officer, senior 

police officer, sergeant, lieutenant, captain, major, lieutenant colonel and 

colonel. 

In KP, 245 police staff employees have other ranks apart from those 

currently in their possession. Of them, 20 have  more than one (1) rank, up 

to three (3) ranks. According to AI for operational purposes (in certain 

cases), with a decision of  General Director of KP they may be assigned to 

another position  if the prescribed conditions and criteria are met. However, 

this needs to be revised, and position assignments should be done according 

to the earned ranks. 

Risk Exercising  of other  ranks without going through regular systematization 

processes jeopardizes positions being managed by persons who do not meet 

the necessary criteria, and have an  impact on increasing the expenditures. 
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Recommendation 6 The Minister in cooperation with  KP Director should ensure that the 

systematization of police staff in vacant positions is done after meeting the 

criteria and ensure a process of regular promotion or recruitment within  

KP. 

3.1.3 Goods and Services and Utilities  

The final budget for Goods and Services (including utilities) in 2016 was €20,476,109. Out of them, 

€19,999,209 were spent. Within these expenditures we have tested 37 payments in the amount of 

€6,797,014 and nine procurement6 procedures in the amount of €22,320,570. The weaknesses noted 

during their testing are as follows: 

 

Issue   7 –  Special Service Agreements without procedures– Medium Priority  

Finding  With the Law on Civil Servants  the engagement through "Special Service 

Agreements" is not allowed for more than six (6) months. Appointments in 

such cases will be done by being a subject to the Law on Obligations, for 

which a simplified recruitment procedure is applied. 

Within MIA and its Agencies during 2016,  26 persons were engaged with 

"Special Service Agreements" whereas the value of  expenditures was 

€55,913. The Department of Human Resources did not apply the simplified 

recruitment procedures for these agreements. Of them, seven (7) were for a 

period longer than six (6) months, which is still present. 

We have  provided recommendations for these agreements in the previous 

year as well, but such practice  continues to be present.  

Risk The practice of concluding contracts with special service agreements 

without recruitment procedures, does not ensure  competition and 

transparency and increases the risk of selecting candidates without  

appropriate professional skills and experience. 

Recommendation 7 The Minister in cooperation with Directors of Agency should ensure that 

actions are taken towards discontinuing the practices of such engagements 

in absence of procedures,  and  avoid their payments in violation with the 

laws. 

                                                      
6 In this value of procedures one year contracts are included and draft contracts until three years.  
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Issue  8 - Commitment of funds after receiving invoices - Medium Priority  

Finding  According to the rules of Treasury , initially  the purchase request ,  

commitment of  funds should be made,  purchase order should be 

processed, then accept  the goods or the service , and after the receipt of the 

invoice the payment should be executed. In five (5) payments we have 

noticed that the commitment of funds and purchase orders were made after 

receipt of the invoice, such as: 

• In the payment ,  maintenance of equipment in the amount of €11,203; 

• In three (3) payments for supply with derivatives in the amount of 

€606,204; and 

• In the payment , supply with clothes in the amount of €121,858. 

According to finance officials, the allocation of funds was delayed, which 

resulted in delays towards commitments of funds  and settling liabilities. 

Risk Entry into liabilities without providing the necessary funds will result in 

delaying the implementation of the contract and increasing  of unpaid 

liabilities, which will be a burden for the budget of the following year. 

While the receipt of goods and services prior  determining requirements / 

needs,  may result in the receipt of goods of poor quality and in unnecessary 

quantities. 

Recommendation 8 The Minister should ensure that controls in the payment execution process 

are monitored on a continuous basis. The payment process should be made 

in full compliance with the steps established by  LPFMA, and with Treasury 

Rules. 

3.1.4 Subsidies and Transfers  

The final budget for  Subsidies and Transfers was  €2,341,196. Of them, €2,152,044 were spent. In 

this category we have tested five (5) payments in the amount of €198,934. 

In MIA, subsidies are allocated to the " Department for Reintegration of Repatriated Persons", 

whose main purpose is to assist and support the sustainable reintegration of repatriated persons. 

While in KP, subsidies are mainly provided for material compensation for the health support of 

KP members (injured on duty), as well as for family members of persons fallen in the line of duty. 

In relation to the way of spending  subsidies, we have identified the following shortcomings. 
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Issue   9 – Non functionalization/execution of business plans subsidized from MIA - High 

Priority 

Finding  MIA based on the Regulation No. 04/2016 on Reintegration of Repatriated 

Persons and Management of the Program on Reintegration, Article 20 

supports families or repatriated persons by subsidizing business plans. 

During 2016, MIA subsidized 70 business plans for repatriated persons in 

the amount of €207,530. Out of them, 26 business plans in the amount of 

€76,613 or 37% were not functional or were not executed according to the 

intended purpose. 

Despite the monitoring from MIA, business plans did not become  

operational and were not executed. Additionally, out of 60 business plans in 

2015 in the amount of €125,850 which should have been monitored for a 

period of 12 months, we noticed  that 36 of them in the amount of €75,048 

have not been executed. 

It is worth to mention also the large number of repatriated applicants for 

business plans. In 2016, MIA had approved 615 business plans in the 

amount of €1,619,470. Of these, only €886,060 were declared as liabilities for 

300 plans, while the other part for €733,410 for 315 plans were not presented 

as liabilities. In addition, the value of approvals has gone beyond the 

budgetary  funds for subsidies.  

In one case we noticed that the repatriated person based on the business 

plan received a subsidy in the amount of €2,000 but had not used it for the 

dedicated purpose. This was also established on the basis of monitoring 

carried out by MIA.  

Risk  Improper use of subsidies by repatriated beneficiaries and poor monitoring 

by MIA increases the risk that the funds will not be spent in accordance 

with the intended purpose. In addition,  the approval of plans in the 

absence of budget funds will have an effect towards  increasing of 

unplanned liabilities and expenditures. 

Recommendation 9 The Minister should strengthen the mechanisms for better management of 

subsidies , by ensuring  an appropriate  utilization  of money in order to 

achieve the intended goal. At the same time to   provide sufficient 

budgetary funds prior the approval of subsidies. 
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3.1.5 Capital Investments  

The final budget for Capital Investments is €8,094,354. Of these, €7,954,725 were spent. Within 

these expenditures we have tested 16 payments in the amount of €2,448,899 and seven (7) 

procurement procedures in the amount of €1,041,458. Based on our tests we have identified the 

following shortcomings. 

 

Issue   10 – Delays on execution of projects - Medium Priority 

Finding  In MIA and KP in four (4) payments in the total amount of €313,420, we 

have noticed delays in the execution  of capital projects by economic 

operators. These delays were for the following projects: 

• "Renovation of former KP administration facility" which was scheduled 

to be completed within 95 calendar days, but it was delayed  245 

calendar days from the time stipulated in the contract; 

• "Construction of a garage -  closed type,  at Camp Vrella in KP" works 

had to be completed within 80 calendar days, but were completed 110 

days after the contracted deadline. The project manager had justified 

these delays, even the Sundays, even though in the contract the time 

was determined by calendar days; 

• "Advancement of the border management system in  KP" the first part 

of the advancement of the system had to be completed within 274 

calendar days, starting from 13.01.2016. However, by the end of the 

year, though 352 calendar days have passed,  or  with 78 days delay  , 

only 80% of the project was finalized. This delay was a result of 

waiting for delayed procurement procedures for purchasing 

equipment to finalize this specific project ; and 

• "Continuing the construction of QKRC-QKRA facility in Gjakova /  in 

MIA" it was determined that the dynamic plan for the execution of  

works had to be 120 working days starting from 12.05.2016. By the 

end of the year,  after 233 days of work, or with  113 days delay, the 

works were not completed. According to  the commission for 

technical acceptance and contract manager, there were also unfinished 

works.   

Despite the delays by the economic operators, the penalties foreseen by the 

contract were not applied. 
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Risk Failure to complete on time the assigned projects can reduce the 

effectiveness of KP operations and result in failure to achieve the intended 

objectives. Delays in execution of projects   may also result in increasing  

liabilities at the end of the year, which will be a burden for the budget of the 

following year. 

Recommendation 10 The Minister, in cooperation with the KP General Director, should ensure 

strengthening of  further controls on planning processes (possible obstacles), 

monitoring and implementation of capital projects , in order to respect the 

deadlines for contract execution. 

3.1.6 Common issues on Goods and Services and Capital Investments  

The common issues pertaining to Goods and Services as well as Capital Investments are presented 

below: 

 

Issue   11 – Poor planning of contract values - Medium Priority 

Finding  In KP during the testing of two procurement contracts we have  noticed that 

the demand  units did not plan appropriately  the value of  contracts. As a 

result, the  tendering / procurement process  for additional budget needs 

and classification of contract by value, was cancelled.  

The plans resulting with the signature of higher value contracts, are as 

follows: 

•  The contract "Supply with spare parts for KP busses", re- tendered  as a 

result of the lack of funds, was foreseen in the amount of €120,000 as an 

average supply value. Whereas it was signed as a large contract in the 

amount of €152,392 after the approval of CFO for budgetary funds; and 

• The contract "Equipment for baggage control, cars and persons in KP", re- 

tendered, and  as a procedure it was planned for three (3) years in the 

amount of €240,000. However, the contract was signed for two (2) years 

in the amount of €307,408 after the approval for budget funds. 

In these cases, the approximate market prices were not reasonably  

researched by the requesting unit and procurement in order to make fair 

planning of needs and values of contracts. 
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Risk Failure to research for reasonable prices and poor planning of expenditures 

risks frequent cancellations of tendering procedures, by avoiding also 

certain procedures of the types of contracts. This results in non-efficient 

utilization of  the budget  and inflicting  delays on its spending. 

Recommendation 11 The Minister, in co-operation with the KP Director, should ensure that 

measures are taken  in order for  demand  units prior the initiation of  

expenditures  to conduct an analysis of needs and make good planning of 

the budget.  

Issue  12 - Signing of contracts without commitment of funds - Medium Priority  

Finding  According to Financial Rule No.01 / 2013 / MoF, on spending  of public 

money, no contract should be signed without a commitment generated by 

KFMIS for the current fiscal year. 

In the KP we have noted that contracts are signed without commitment of 

funds or incomplete commitments. These are noted as follows: 

 The contract "Supply with ammunition" in the amount of €573,950, 

dated 07.06.2016, its signature was made without commitment of 

funds. The commitment was made after one month or on 11.07.2016. 

While  the extension  of tender validity and tender confirmation  was 

done with delay, 14 days after the decision of  PRB; and 

 The contract signed on 03.06.2016 for “Supply with licenses and 

computer programs” in the amount of €198,163, the commitment of 

funds needed before signing the contract was not even close to the 

annual foreseen value of the contract. The commitment made was 

€9,000. 

Risk Signing contracts without providing the necessary funds may result in 

delays in the implementation of the contract and on increasing of unpaid 

liabilities, which will be a burden for the budget of the following year. 

Recommendation 12 The Minister in cooperation with KP Director should provide additional 

controls in order to ensure that contracts are signed only upon the existence 

of funds  for their execution.  
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Issue  13 - Delays on signing contracts - Medium Priority  

Finding  According to LPP , the authorized persons may sign a contract only if  at 

least ten (10) days have passed from the date of publication of the contract 

award notice.   

In  KP we have noticed that since the notification for contract award, their 

signature has been delayed up to 147 days, after the 10 day period. These 

delays were noted in the following contracts: 

• Supply with licenses and computer software, in the amount of € 

198,163, the delay for signature is 147 days; 

• Supply with equipment and electronic parts for IT - Lot 3 in the 

amount of €8,500, the delay is 50 days; and 

• Supply with food to  KP, in the amount of €1,558,848, the delay was 

25 days. 

According to KP officials, the delays  occurred because the minister 

monitors the entire process,  up to the signing of the contract. The 

assessment is that the monitoring process should be efficient otherwise it 

can have negative effects on budget spending. 

Risk Long delays in signing contracts may cause problems with cash flow as well 

as failure to timely implement KP planned projects. This reflects on budget 

spending, especially at the end of the year. 

Recommendation 13 The Minister in cooperation with KP Director should ensure that the 

contracts are signed according to legal deadlines without delaying their 

signature. This would ensure better performance of the activities, better 

budget execution and avoiding  payments in the last part of the year. 
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Issue  14 - Delays in payment execution - Medium Priority  

Finding   Financial Rule No.01 / 2013 / MoF - stipulates that "all invoices received by 

the budget organization must be paid within 30 days unless it is provided  

otherwise by the contract". 

In ten (10) payments in the amount of €1,099,645, KP has failed to make 

payments within the statutory deadline. These payments were delayed from 

2 to 116 days after the deadline of 30 days for payment. 

This issue was a recommendation even last year, but despite the  

engagement of the management it was not implemented. Delays in payment 

execution were from payment initiation until their approval. 

Risk Delays in the execution of payments increase the risk for additional 

compensation payments to EO. This increases the risk of default payments 

due to lack of funds and transfer of liabilities in the following year. 

Recommendation 14 The Minister, in cooperation with the KP Director, should ensure regular 

oversight of the budget execution process, in order for each invoice to be 

paid within the statutory deadline. 

3.2 Assets  

3.2.1 Capital and Non Capital Assets   

The assets worth over €1,000 in MIA (including KP, KAPS and PIK) is €49,087,920 while assets 

under €1,000 are €4,381,526. We have tested 11 assets (over and under €1,000), in the amount of  

€1,265,947. 

In addition to substantive tests, we have also tested assets that derive  from capital investments of 

2016, as well as assets received as donations. For these we have carried out tests on the existence of 

assets as well as tests to ensure that registers are updated with new data. 

Based on this we have  identified the following shortcomings: 
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Issue  15 – Long lines of vehicles waiting for service – High Priority 

Finding  In  KP in the last three (3) years we have provided recommendations  with 

regards to  long lines of vehicles waiting to be serviced. But despite the 

engagement of management to implement this recommendation in 2016, the 

number of vehicles waiting  to be serviced is too high. 

In  KP vehicle fleet,  there were 161 vehicles waiting to be serviced and 

repaired  for various defects. The waiting data for vehicles to be serviced  

were as follows: 

• 12 vehicles from 2014; 

• 30 vehicles from 2015; and 

• 119 other during 2016. 

Delays in repairs are the result of a lack of parts, inadequate staffing and 

seniority of the vehicles. 

On the other hand, KP only during 2016 has purchased new vehicles in the 

amount of €1,894,170. It is worth mentioning that in KP Vrella camp, 126 

vehicles were in the sale  process , while 325 other vehicles were proposed 

to be sold. 

Risk The continued weaknesses related to vehicles waiting to be serviced 

indicates that controls are not at the appropriate level. This increases the 

risk of mismanagement, pending depreciation of the vehicles and loss of 

their parts. 

Recommendation 15 The Minister in cooperation with KP Director should review the reasons for 

failing to implement the AG recommendations (in the last three years) and 

establish additional measures to strengthen controls in this unit. At the same 

time strengthen controls in identifying  defects up to their  fixture , by 

ensuring more efficient use of vehicles. 
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3.3 Outstanding Liabilities  

In the  Annual Financial Statements of MIA  for 2016 the unpaid liabilities were in the amount of 

€1,688,956 (including liabilities of MIA, KP, PIK and KAPS). These obligations were carried 

forward to be paid in 2017. The MIA had managed  to report in due time with regard  to unpaid 

obligations, but the quality of reporting was not good. This is presented  in  the following issue. 

 

Issue  16 - Unjust reporting of outstanding liabilities - Medium Priority 

Finding  We have tested the manner  of reporting unpaid liabilities starting from the 

protocol, reporting and up to the payment of  liabilities and vice versa. 

Regarding this we have noticed that: 

• Four (4) payments in the amount of €100,180 were not reported properly 

in the monthly reports on unpaid liabilities; and 

• The report  of outstanding liabilities for February submitted to MoF was 

€531,476, but in this report two invoices in the amount of €56,990 are not 

included. 

This happened because the responsible official reported only payments 

beyond the period of 30 days from the date of the protocol. 

Risk Failure to report accurately on monthly liabilities  increases the risk of not 

identifying and paying the bills in due time , and become subject to 

potential penalties by suppliers.  

Recommendation 16 The Minister in cooperation with KP Director should ensure additional 

controls on reporting liabilities  so that accurate values are reported during 

specific time periods and are observed from month to month until they are 

paid. 

 

 

 

 

This report is a translation from the Albanian original version. In case of discrepancies, Albanian version 

shall prevail.  
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Annex I: Audit Approach and Methodology 

The responsibilities placed on the Auditor and Those Charged with Governance are detailed in the 

Opinion set out in Section 1.2 of this report. 

While a key output of our work is the audit opinion this report reflects the totality of our work 

with specific focus also on Governance s including Financial Management and Control. The latter 

is informed by our extensive, risk based, compliance audit programme. 

The Executive Summary is intended to highlight the key finding of the audit and the key action 

that the Minister should ensure are taken to address identified management/control weaknesses. 

The detailed report provides an extensive summary of our audit finding with emphasis on 

determining the cause  audit findings and providing appropriate recommendations to address 

these. For completeness we have included s identified at the interim audit where they remain 

relevant.  Our findings are defined as: 

High Priority - s which if not addressed may result in a material weakness in internal control and 

where action will offer the potential for improvements to the efficiency and effectiveness of 

internal controls; and 

Medium Priority - s which may not result in a material weakness but where action will also offer 

the potential for significant improvements to the efficiency and effectiveness of internal controls.  

Findings considered low priority were reported separately to finance staff .  

Our procedures included a review of the internal controls and accounting systems and associated 

substantive testing and associated governance arrangements only to the extent considered 

necessary for the effective performance of the audit. Audit findings should not be regarded as 

representing a comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses which exist, or all improvements 

which could be made to the systems and procedures operated.  
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Annex II: Explanation of the different types of opinion 

applied by NAO  

(extract from ISSAI 200) 

Form of opinion 

147. The auditor should express an unmodified opinion if it is concluded that the financial 

statements are prepared, in all material respects, in accordance with the applicable financial 

framework. 

If the auditor concludes that, based on the audit evidence obtained, the financial statements as a 

whole are not free from material misstatement, or is unable to obtain sufficient appropriate audit 

evidence to conclude that the financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, 

the auditor should modify the opinion in the auditor’s report in accordance with the section on 

“Determining the type of modification to the auditor’s opinion”. 

148. If financial statements prepared in accordance with the requirements of a fair presentation 

framework do not achieve fair presentation, the auditor should discuss the matter with the 

management and, depending on the requirements of the applicable financial reporting framework 

and how the matter is resolved, determine whether it is necessary to modify the audit opinion. 

Modifications to the opinion in the auditor’s report 

151. The auditor should modify the opinion in the auditor's report if it is concluded that, based on 

the audit evidence obtained, the financial statements as a whole are not free from material 

misstatement, or if the auditor was unable to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence to 

conclude that the financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement. Auditors 

may  three types of modified opinions: a qualified opinion, an adverse opinion and a disclaimer of 

opinion. 
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Determining the type of modification to the auditor’s opinion 

152. The decision regarding which type of modified opinion is appropriate depends upon: 

 The nature of the matter giving rise to the modification – that is, whether the financial 

statements are materially misstated or, in the event that it was impossible to obtain 

sufficient appropriate audit evidence, may be materially misstated; and 

 The auditor’s judgment about the pervasiveness of the effects or possible effects of the 

matter on the financial statements. 

153. The auditor should express a qualified opinion if: (1) having obtained sufficient appropriate 

audit evidence, the auditor concludes that misstatements, individually or in the aggregate, are 

material, but not pervasive, to the financial statements; or (2) the auditor was unable to obtain 

sufficient appropriate audit evidence on which to base an opinion, but concludes that the effects 

on the financial statements of any undetected misstatements could be material but not pervasive. 

154. The auditor should express an adverse opinion if, having obtained sufficient appropriate 

audit evidence, the auditor concludes that misstatements, individually or in the aggregate, are 

both material and pervasive to the financial statements. 

155. The auditor should disclaim an opinion if, having been unable to obtain sufficient 

appropriate audit evidence on which to base the opinion, the auditor concludes that the effects on 

the financial statements of any undetected misstatements could be both material and pervasive. If, 

after accepting the engagement, the auditor becomes aware that management has imposed a 

limitation on the audit scope that the auditor considers likely to result in the need to express a 

qualified opinion or to disclaim an opinion on the financial statements, the auditor should request 

that management remove the limitation. 

156. If expressing a modified audit opinion, the auditor should also modify the heading to 

correspond with the type of opinion expressed. ISSAI 170519 provides additional guidance on the 

specific language to use when expressing a modified opinion and describing the auditor’s 

responsibility. It also includes illustrative examples of reports. 

Emphasis of Matter paragraphs and Other Matters paragraphs in the auditor’s report 

157. If the auditor considers it necessary to draw users’ attention to a matter presented or 

disclosed in the financial statements that is of such importance that it is fundamental to their 

understanding of the financial statements, but there is sufficient appropriate evidence that the 

matter is not materially misstated in the financial statements, the auditor should include an 

Emphasis of Matter paragraph in the auditor’s report. Emphasis of Matter paragraphs should only 

refer to information presented or disclosed in the financial statements. 
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158. An Emphasis of Matter paragraph should: 

 be included immediately after the opinion; 

 use the Heading “Emphasis of Matter” or another appropriate heading; 

 include a clear reference to the matter being emphasised and indicate where the relevant 

disclosures that fully describe the matter can be found in the financial statements; and 

 indicate that the auditor’s opinion is not modified in respect of the matter emphasised.  

159. If the auditor considers it necessary to communicate a matter, other than those that are 

presented or disclosed in the financial statements, which, in the auditor’s judgement, is relevant to 

users’ understanding of the audit, the auditor’s responsibilities or the auditor’s report, and 

provided this is not prohibited by law or regulation, this should be done in a paragraph with the 

heading “Other Matter,” or another appropriate heading. This paragraph should appear 

immediately after the opinion and any Emphasis of Matter paragraph. 
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Annex III: Prior Year Recommendations  

Audit Component Recommendation  given Implemented  Under implementation  Not 
implemented 

2.3 Prior Year 
Recommendations 

The Minister and Directors General should ensure that a 
revised action plan clearly sets out a timetable and 
accountable staff members for implementing the 
recommendations made by the AG with the main focus on 
the important areas. 

 Despite the progress in the 
implementation of the 
recommendation of GA, 
eight (8) of them have 
remained still 
unimplemented.  

 

2.5.2 Risk 
Assessment 

The Minister and General Directors of the Agencies should 
ensure that immediate responsibility for risk management 
is delegated to a named Director and ensure monthly 
reporting on the implementation of requirements in this 
area and the risks that are being managed.  

 MIA has drafted the risk 
register, but not its 
executive agencies.  

 

3.4 Procurement The Minister, in cooperation with General Director of KP, 
should ensure that the Procurement Department has 
conducted a proper analysis before the planning process so 
that requests for the same services are tendered through 
frame contract procedure. This would also avoid numerous 
administrative requirements related to signing of several 
contracts with price quotation. 

Yes    

3.4 Procurement The Minister and Executive Directors should ensure that 
controls over payment execution procedures should be 
enhanced. The payment process should be conducted fully 
in compliance with the steps set forth in LPFMA and with 
Treasury rules. 

  Not 
implemented.  
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3.4 Procurement The Minister in cooperation with General Director of KP 
should ensure that controls over planning (analysis of 
potential obstacles), monitoring and implementation of 
capital projects are strengthened further, in order to have 
the contract implementation deadline adhered to. 

  Not 
implemented.  

3.4 Procurement The Minister, in cooperation with General Director of KP, 
should ensure regular monitoring of the budget execution 
process, so that every bill is paid within the set legal 
deadline. 

  Not 
implemented.  

3.4 Procurement The Minister in cooperation with General Director of KP 
should ensure additional controls to requesting units, so 
that the requirements are well structured (clear and 
precise). He should also ensure that the Certifying Officer, 
as a key role of the control system, checks all payments in 
order to verify whether they comply with the contracts. 

Yes    

3.5 Non 
Procurement 
Expenditure 

The Minister in cooperation with the Secretary General 
should ensure that measures are taken to discontinue the 
practice of entering into contracts without recruitment 
procedures and ensure that the budget of the following 
years in the category of wages and salaries include all the 
salaries for the employees needed, as well the payments of 
their wages undergo through the payroll system. 

  Not 
implemented.  

3.5.1 
Remunerations 
(Wages and 
Salaries) 

The Minister in cooperation with General Director of KP 
should review the failure in addressing the AG's 
recommendations and put in place additional controls over 
the management of recruitment procedures. Recruitment 
procedures should begin on time and period of operating 
as acting officer should not exceed the period specified in 
the Administrative Instruction. 

  Not 
implemented.  
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3.5.1 

Remunerations 
(Wages and 
Salaries) 

The Minister in cooperation with the Secretary General 
should ensure all payments which are contrary to the 
decisions of the Government are terminated. Information 
regarding the income from other sources can be obtained 
from MoF officials that are responsible for managing the 
payroll. 

Yes.    

3.5.1 
Remunerations 
(Wages and 
Salaries) 

The Minister in cooperation with General Director of KP 
should review reasons behind the failure to address this 
recommendation consistently and define additional 
controls in the management of Human Resources to ensure 
regular updating of personnel files and also regular annual 
assessment for all employees. 

Yes    

3.5.2 Subsidies and 
Transfers 

The Minister should review and investigate reasons of 
failures to accomplishing the objectives on the above cases 
and ensure additional  controls in this regard. Projects 
financial support must be accompanied by appropriate 
monitoring procedures to ensure that spending targets are 
achieved in this category. 

  Not 
implemented.  

3.7.1 Capital and 
Non Capital 
Assets 

The Minister in cooperation with General Director of KP 
should ensure a review of the reasons behind the failure to 
address AG recommendations and set additional measures 
to strengthen controls over this unit. Controls should 
include the whole process from the defects identification to 
their reparation. This would eliminate the long waiting 
process and would ensure more efficient use of vehicles. 

  Not 
implemented.  
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3.7.1 Capital and 
Non Capital 
Assets 

The Minister in cooperation with the Director of Agencies 
(KP and KPI) should ensure that controls over assets 
management are enhanced, which enable the regular 
updating of registries, including the stocktaking process 
(comparison of assets registries with their physical 
condition). A commission should be established regarding 
the assessment of situation on used assets that are received 
as donation and management decide on the form of their 
use, based on the drawn conclusion from the commission. 

Yes.    

3.7.1 Capital and 
Non Capital 
Assets 

The Minister in cooperation with General Director of KP 
should ensure that assets inventory process is completed 
and reported in time before the preparation of AFS. All 
identified changes in this process including the value and 
number of assets should be presented in the assets register 
(accounting records and E-asset system). 

Yes    

3.7.1 Capital and 
Non Capital 
Assets 

The Minister in cooperation with General Director of KAPS 
should ensure Asset management and reporting is 
conducted in accordance with the requirements deriving 
from regulations on asset management. Continues efforts 
in cooperation with MPA should be done to functionalise 
the E-asset system. 

Yes    

3.7.2 Handling of 
Debts 

The Minister in cooperation with Secretary General and 
General Director of KP should ensure additional controls in 
the management of liabilities. The accurate values of the 
liabilities need to followed one month to another, in 
accordance with legal requirements and necessary 
measures should be taken to strengthen controls on these 
processes. 

  Not 
implemented.  
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Annex IV: Letter of confirmation 

 

 

LETTER OF CONFIRMATION  

For having agreed on the Auditor General’s findings of 2016 and implementation of 

recommendations:   

 

To: National Audit Office                                                      Venue and date: Pristina, 07.06. 2017 

 

 

Honoured, 

We hereby confirm that: 

 We have received the draft audit report of the National Audit Office on the 2016 Annual 

Financial Statements of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, hereinafter referred to as the 

Report; 

 Agree on the findings and recommendations and I have no comment on the content of the 

Report; and  

 Within 30 days from receiving the final report, I will submit the action plan on 

implementation of recommendations including the deadlines and responsible staff for their 

implementation.  

 

 

Secretary General: 

Mr. Lulzim Ejupi,  
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